


!e Sweet Fairy factory on the west side of town had seen better days. Decades ago, it 
had pumped out baked treats like cinnamon cakes, sugar breads, and cookies by the 
thousands. !e smell of freshly made pastries carried throughout the neighborhood, 
which had given way to locals nicknaming the area “Deliciousville.” 

Nowadays, it sat empty; a rotting husk of its former self, nothing more than broken con-
veyor belts, rusting baking racks, and yellowed tile walls. Few folks ventured to this 
neighborhood anymore and most days the factory was deathly silent save for the occa-
sional whistle of wind. Not that anyone was around to hear it. Except for today.

!e visitor to the abandoned factory walked what was once the production "oor, eyeing 
the space and muttering to himself. #His sickly pale skin had a hint of green to it, giving 
him an almost alien appearance, a look he enhanced with a sti$, solid green cloak and 
coarse, green hair which he wore in a tight wave.

“!is will do nicely,” he said. Cautiously, using a chalk of the purest white, he began to 
draw a series of circles and letters across the "oor. Every few moments he would stop to 
reference the book he had checked out from the library earlier that day. !e chapter on 
summoning noted that the pattern must be exact and that even the slightest smudge or 
misshapen circle could lead to disaster. 

Hours later, as he closed the loop on the %nal circle, the air crackled. It was subtle at %rst, 
as if a wisp of wind had entered the dormant room. !en came the creak, like something 
was starting to gently squeeze the building. He could feel it all around. Space contract-
ing, then expanding. !en light, blinding beyond all belief, %lled the room. He close his 
eyes, but it was no use.

It came hard and fast, a “BOOM!” that threatened to level the neighborhood. Windows 
shattered for a mile in all directions. As fast as it came, it retreated, leaving an eerie 
silence in its wake. Slowly, he opened his eyes and saw them standing across the room. 
Larger than he had expected, nearly twenty feet tall each. !ey watched him with empty 
eyes, their monstrous forms %lling what seemed to be a large space.



“Welcome,” he said.

“Who has summoned !e Eaters?” Its voice was deep, a rumble of a growl. !ey had the 
appearance of giant, rock-formed apes, as if some mad god had carved them from stone. 
Jagged and cracked, they looked old. As old as time itself. 

“!ere are those who would call me villain, madman, "end. You can call me Dr. 
Destruction,” he smiled. “You’ve had a long journey. You must be hungry.”

“We must consume.”

“And so you shall.”

***

“I thought you said lunch would be served?” Ricki Ratcli#e surveyed the room. A cold, 
sterile lab, "lled with wires, machines, and tools. Not so much as an apple in sight. 

“My apologies, Ms. Ratcli#e! It had been my intention to serve you "ne members of the 
press with a tasty meal before the demonstration, but alas, budget concerns dictated 
otherwise,” Professor Poole said. He looked nervous, constantly attempting, in vain, to 
push down the thick clumps of white hair that stood like spikes o# the sides o# his head. 

“Well, let’s move this along and maybe I’ll still have time to grab a sandwich or some-
thing before I head back to the paper.” Ricki made no attempt to hide her irritation. She 
was used to getting what she wanted and used to people acting nervous around her.

“Should we wait for the others to arrive?”

Professor Poole had set up two dozen folding chairs in the room. So far, Ricki was the 
only one occupying any of them. She looked towards the large clock that hung above the 
door. “I think I’m all you got, chief. Lucky me.”

“Well, yes, I think you'll "nd that what I have to show you will warrant a front page 
headline! Lucky indeed!”

“I'm sure.”

Professor Poole shu$ed across the room over to a large object covered with a sheet. 



He took a moment to remove a set of small notecards from his lab coat pocket and 
adjust his glasses. Ricki audibly sighed, removed a pen from her purse and gave it a loud, 
deliberate “click,” showing to that she was ready to get the show on the road.

“Now, man has o!en sought to travel the stars, to journey to worlds not even visible to 
the naked eye. Only the deepest realms of science "ction have ventured into the mind's 
eye...”

“Professor.”

“Um, yes?”

“What's under the sheet?”

“Ah, yes yes, cut to the chase, right? You journalists aren't much for fanfare. My apolo-
gies.” #e professor quickly pulled the sheet and stood back, letting Ricki take in the 
view. It was large machine, slick and silver. #ick, black cables wrapped two long towers 
that protruded from the top, giving the thing an alien-like appearance. Poole smiled and 
nodded, clearly proud of himself.

“What is it?”

“Oh, it's a Wormhole, essentially.”

“Wormhole?”

“Yes! You see, it allows space and time to shrink, pulling points together. Images travers-
ing a thousand miles in a single step! Or traveling to Mars in a matter of minutes!”

Ricki jotted a few notes on her pad, one of which read “crazy scientist.” She looked up 
and o$ered a small smile. No wonder nobody else had showed up.

“You gonna turn it on?”

“What?”

“On. Are you going to turn it on so we can see Mars or whatever?”

“Ah, yes, well, here's the thing. #e device requires such a large amount of power, 



more than is currently available in the city. !e next step in my project is to obtain a 
grant and work on a machine to power the device.”

“So... you can't turn it on?”

“At this exact moment of time? No.”

Ricki "ipped her notebook closed. Nothing exciting ever happened on Mondays.

***

“Keep shooting!”

A barrage of bullets "ew from the men cowering behind the car in front of the bank. !e 
pops and bams of their guns almost drowned out the squeal of the bank alarm. Win-
dows exploded on the street as the hail of gun#re rained down, ripping nearly every-
thing to shreds.

“Are you #nished?” Captain Ultimate stood with his arms folded across his chest. A 
single bullet fell from his mustache to the street making a “bing!” as it bounced against 
the asphalt. !e men behind the car peeked out and then tossed their guns into the 
street.

“We're sorry!” One of them yelled as they stepped out.

“Robbing banks is hardly an honorable profession, gentlemen. Once you have served 
your time, you best focus your e$orts on learning a decent trade.”

!e police, who had been holding their distance, now rushed forward, cu%ng the men 
and leading them into the waiting squad cars. Captain Ultimate watched Chief Fife push 
through the gathered crowd. He looked "ustered and hot, typical for the overweight 
o%cer.

“What a mess, ay, Cap?” His face was red and sweaty.

“Oh, it worked out okay. Nobody got hurt, and that's what really matters.”

“My boys will be sweeping up bullet shells for the rest of the week! !ey really unloaded 
on you!”



“For all the good it did them.”

“Ha!” Fife snorted a laugh, which made Captain Ultimate smile. !e old grump liked to 
complain and had a habit of yelling at the wrong people at the wrong time, but he was a 
good man, deep down.

Suddenly, the Earth jumped. Screams echoed throughout the city, as everyone felt the 
world drop an inch below their feet. Silence immediately followed.

“What in O'Malley's name was that?” Fife looked about, scratching his head.

!en it hit again, this time it felt closer, like a deep bass that rattles inside of your chest.

“Something big,” Captain Ultimate said. “Stay here, get these people o" the streets.” 
Captain Ultimate crouched low for a second and then burst into the sky, his arms 
outstretched, empty bullet shells and broken glass #ying away from him as he took 
#ight.

A moment later he was above the buildings, looking over the city, which stretched to the 
ocean in front of him. A plume of smoke rose several blocks over from where he stood 
a moment earlier. He could hear screams and the crush of metal. People were in danger.

With the speed of a $ghter jet, Captain Ultimate #ew over the buildings and #ung him-
self into the street near the chaos. He landed in a kneeling position, his hands leaving 
deep imprints in the road. Slowly, he rose to his feet and looked down on what had once 
been a peaceful neighborhood, an area folks in the city o%en came to for brunch or 
shopping. He could see them now, lumbering towards him, large rock-like creatures. 
!e upper portion of their body was nothing more than a monstrous mouth lined with 
jagged teeth. !eir eyes glowed with a faint ember, like a $re about to go out. Captain 
Ultimate watched as one of them li%ed a nearby burning car into its mouth and 
crunched down, swallowing the entire sedan in two massive chomps.

“I've seen enough,” Captain Ultimate said as he began to run down the street. His mighty 
legs carried him at a speed that would rip the hair from most ordinary human heads. In 
an instant, he had closed the gap between him and the $rst creature. Leaping into the air, 
Captain Ultimate delivered a crushing uppercut with a mighty KRAKA-KA-THOOM! 
Such a punch had sent many villains hurtling miles into the air. It had broken the jaw of 
the mad robot, Lester. It had dispelled the aura of protection the evil wizard Mordune 
surrounded himself with. It was feared by those who would harm the innocent.



!e rock creature hardly moved, as if it had been struck by nothing more than a mere 
"y.

“We are !e Eaters. We feed on energy. We shall consume this world,” it said, its voice 
rumbling in the Captain's chest.

“Not while I'm still standing, you won't.”

Moving with uncanny speed, the creature brought its arm into Captain Ultimate's chest 
with the intensity of a locomotive. !e air shot from his lungs as he "ew backwards, 
crashing through a building and then another before skidding through the street, send-
ing concrete tearing into the air.

“Ow.”

“Wow, what happened to you?' Came a familiar voice. Captain Ultimate stood up, his 
chest burning with pain. Across the street, standing on the sidewalk with a mouth full 
of sandwich, stood Ricki Ratcli#e.

“I got punched.”

“Geez.”

“What are you doing on this side of town?” the Captain shook his head and tiny bits of 
building fell free from his ears.

“!ey have good sandwiches on the corner there. What's the story?” Ricki $nished 
chewing and looked through the gigantic hole Captain Ultimate's body had le% in the 
building he had just crashed through.

“Giant, rock creatures of some sort. Call themselves !e Eaters.”

“Eaters? Lousy name.”

“Well, unless I can $gure something out fast, they are going to level the city. !ey said 
something about consuming energy. I need to $nd a way to get them out of this down-
town area, somewhere less populated, before somebody gets hurt.”

“Energy?”



“!at's what it said.”

“You up to "ying me across town? I have an idea,” Ricki smiled.

***

“!is machine, what does it do?” Captain Ultimate asked as they landed outside of 
Professor Poole's lab. Ricki straightened her coat and brushed back her wind blown hair.

“It generates a Wormhole.”

“A Wormhole?”

“Yeah, I don't know, science mumbo jumbo. !e point is, the professor said it required 
a massive amount of energy to power. If we can #nd a way to turn the thing on, it'll no 
doubt radiate enough energy to draw those things to us. Well, to you.”

Captain Ultimate quickly knocked a mighty knock on the door of the lab. !ere was a 
small click as the door unlocked and creaked open, Professor Poole peering through the 
crack.

“Yes?”

“Professor, I apologize for interrupting you, but we need your help,” Captain Ultimate 
said.

“Captain Ultimate! You need my help? Of course, of course, what I can I do?” Professor 
Poole opened the door now, his small frame barely dwarfed in the shadow of the 
muscled superhero.

“We need your machine, professor! !e one that you showed me this morning,” Ricki 
chimed in.

“My machine? But I don't have the power source to turn it on!”

“You leave that to me. Do you have a truck we can borrow?”

“Better! I have a truck I'll drive you in. Where are we going?”

***



!e beat-up old truck kicked up a cloud of dust and dirt as it pulled to a stop. !e desert 
that surrounded the city was a popular area for o"-roaders, rowdy teenagers and camp-
ers. Fortunately, at the moment, it was empty, nothing more than miles of dirt and 
brush.

“Perfect,” Captain Ultimate said as he landed next to the truck. In the distance, smoke 
rose from the city. !e Eaters were moving quickly, destroying everything in their path. 
“I hope we aren't too late.”

Ricki hopped out of the passenger side and slammed the door behind her. She stood 
next to Captain Ultimate and looked towards the chaos. “What's the plan, Captain?”

“Yes, I fail to see how we hope to power my machine out here?” Professor Poole joined 
them.

“Where's the power cord?” Captain Ultimate turned his attention towards the machine. 
Would this work? Professor Poole admitted he had never even turned the thing on 
before. It was their only hope and it was a shot in the dark.

“Here.” !e professor handed the end of a thick, black cable to Captain Ultimate. It had 
three large metal prongs sticking out of it. Captain Ultimate took it and examined it for 
a moment and then reached down and opened a compartment on the Ultimate Belt.

“Get ready to turn your machine on and cross your #ngers.” Captain Ultimate jammed 
the end of the cord into the Ultimate Belt. Professor Poole $ipped the switch on the 
machine and for an agonizing few seconds, nothing happened. !en, breaking through 
the quiet, a so% whirl came from the belt. !e “U” located in the center of the mighty 
device glowed brightly. Professor Poole's machine started to hum and then burst to life, 
sparks shooting forth. Energy crackled from the device and a swirling cloud of lights 
began to form above it as a Wormhole was slowly torn into existence.

“By Einstein's mustache, it's working. It's working! Ha! In your face, science board!” 
Professor Poole jumped up and down, kicking dirt into the air.

“You think they'll sense the energy?” Ricki asked, her blonde hair dancing in the wind.

“I hope so,” Captain Ultimate whispered.

!ey watched the horizon, listening to the rattle and hum of the machine that was now 



lighting the desert sky a brilliant purple and green. Time crawled by and brie!y, Captain 
Ultimate thought they might have failed. "e Eaters would destroy the city and there 
was nothing he could do about it. "en he felt the boom of their steps. "e Earth 
dropped an inch below their feet.

“Here they come. You two hide behind the truck. Professor, where does this Wormhole 
of yours go?”

“I don't know. Space, somewhere. Jupiter, maybe. Why?”

“Because I'm going to throw "e Eaters into it.”

"e massive strides of "e Eaters brought them quickly to the truck. Captain Ultimate 
stood ready, the cable running from his belt and powering the only chance he had at 
defeating these things.

“We are "e Eaters. We devour energy. We shall consume this world!”

“Yeah, you said that,” Captain Ultimate smiled.

"e Creatures attempted to push past him, driven mad by the energy swirling in front 
of them. Captain Ultimate grabbed the arm of one of the huge monsters and, using its 
momentum, swung it around his back and crashed it into the other two. "e Eaters 
stumbled forward and the #rst one tripped and in a blast of light, the Wormhole sucked 
it in. Captain Ultimate threw his shoulder into the other two, pushing them with all his 
might.

“"is world is under my protection,” he said as the creatures fell over each other and 
tumbled into the Wormhole. Captain Ultimate let out a loud sigh and dusted his shoul-
ders o$. “We did it....”

Suddenly, a large rock hand reached from the Wormhole and grabbed the cable that was 
still attached to the Captain's belt. Captain Ultimate lurched forward, losing his balance 
and falling into the still swirling portal.

“No!” Ricki ran forward and grabbed the cable as it whipped across the ground like an 
angry snake. "e weight of the falling superhero dragged her across the dirt. As she 
neared the bed of the truck, Ricki kicked o$ her heels, spun her body around and braced 
her feet against the bumper. Just above her, the Wormhole moaned and through it, 
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hanging on, she could see Captain Ultimate, who was surrounded by the vast darkness 
of space.

“I'm going to unplug it!” he yelled.

“Don't you dare! I've got you!”

With all her strength, Ricki pulled the cable. Slowly, hand over hand, she inched Captain 
Ultimate towards the mouth of the space door. When he was "nally close enough, the 
superhero reached his hand out and she clasped on to it. #eir eyes met and Ricki 
nodded to him. Captain Ultimate reached down and unplugged the machine from the 
Ultimate belt. Instantly, the pull of the Wormhole disappeared and Ricki $ew back-
wards, pulling Captain Ultimate with her.

#e portal snapped shut just as his feet slipped through. #ey $ew into the dirt.

“Wow, are you alright?” Professor Poole said as he rose from his spot behind the parked 
vehicle.

“#ank you,” Captain Ultimate said.

“No problem,” Ricki stood up and tried in vain to remove the dirt that caked her cloth-
ing. “Now that, my dear professor, is what we call a headline story.”

Captain Ultimate laughed deeply, his boisterous baritone carrying through the desert air.

#e End.


